
GREEN ISSUES
FARMLAND / GREEN BELT

We only produce 60% of the food we eat in this country, down from 80% in the
60's. Land is a finite resource in a one planet system, the amount of land mass
suitable for agriculture, both crops and animals, is limited. Farmland, globally is
under intense pressure from soil erosion, lack of water supplies and a world
population growing at 200,000 per day all requiring feeding.

For our children to have a sustainable future the preservation of every acre of
Green Belt land in this country is of vital importance - consequently this proposed
project is insulting to the definition of sustainability.

For the Council's benefit this is the classic definition : – to meet the needs of the
present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs.

ECONOMIC IMPACT

A sustainable future society cannot be based on the 'business as usual' model.
The economics of the 20th century are redundant and will not suffice for the 21st
century. This is because the foundation of economic growth has been predicated
on a continuing growth in energy. With energy being derived, for the most part,
from fossil fuels and these being a finite resource, which will run out eventually,
the future lies in a completely different business model from the past.

Oil is the most important economic commodity in the world, it fuels 95% of all
transport. The BP world energy review 2014 concluded at present rates of
consumption there was 50yrs worth of oil left in the world. Within the next
decade, then, we will face the issue of demand for oil outstripping the ability to
supply resulting in massive price hikes and economic recession.

The outdated business planning for this project, it is assumed, is based on
people jetting in from around the world to play golf - as the paragraph above
explains this simply isn't going to happen.


